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20:18, November 28, 2008

Interfaith Climate Summit 2008 opens in Uppsala Sweden
Swedish Crown Princess Victoria declared opening of the Interfaith Climate Summit 2008 in the Great Cathedral in
Uppsala on Friday.

Anders Wejryd, Swedish Archbishop of Uppsala and Primate of the Church of Sweden made a keynote speech at the
opening ceremony while Swedish Minister of Environment Andreas Carlgren also made a call of cooperation of
scientists, political sector and the religious sector to deal with climate change.

Anders Wejryd

Minister Carlgren said that developed countries should take the lead in reducing carbon emission. And this needs the
scientific community to provide people with solid evidence and points out what needs to be done and politicians should
act on what needs to be done while the churches and other religious groups can motivate people as 'we belong to one
humanity inspired by hope.'

Swedish archbishop Wejryd illustrated the severe situation human society are facing but also points out the hope in his
speech titled 'Hope is a desire for something to happen'.

Wejryd said since 1945, with the first nuclear bombs, 'we know that humanity is able to wipe out' itself and turn the
earth into devastation and chaos. With the enormous use of fossil fuel and other non-renewable resources, humanity sets
a larger foot-print on earth than ever before.' This makes the world not predictable any more. 

'We are not at this meeting to find special religious answers to the environmental crisis. We have to share the realities of
technology, economy and politics with all people. This meeting draws on facts and theories that we all, regardless of
belief, can take in, question, debate and possibly share,' said the Archbishop.

He said the world needs a change and the change can take place mainly in time of crisis, therefore, the crisis of world
economy may show a suitable time for change. 

He also stressed that the climate change issue is not an issue left only to politics, natural science or to the market. It is an
issue for many more, 'a clear ethical reflection, an outspoken personal responsibility, a respect for forgiveness and new
beginnings, a sense of history and values.'
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The Swedish Archbishop said that no religion is an island. 'We live with each other over the whole planet. Our time
needs new ways to uncover human dignity and sanctity.'

He said the God-given wisdom of do unto others as you want them to do to you is to be found in all faith-traditions.
Thus religious groups have an obligation to support change and those who dare to change which include life-style,
consumerism and values.

The two day summit will try to reach a final declaration which will be signed by the religious leaders from all over the
world. The declaration will be presented at the forthcoming climate meeting to be held in Poland in early December.

Meanwhile, all kinds of seminars relating to climate change issues such as renewable energy, resilience, what kind of
clothes should we buy and what kind of car should we drive will be underway during the two day summit in Uppsala. 

Over 30 religious leaders and policy makers including Taoist professor Liu Xiaogan from Hong Kong are participating in
the conference.

By Xuefei Chen，People's Daily Online correspondent in Stockholm
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